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FULLY WELDED MINI GOAL
PROTECTOR

SKU: 30820-P

1.20 x 0.80 m
With anti-tilt device
Made of aluminum
Milled net suspension
Square profile

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

FULLY WELDED MINI GOAL PROTECTOR WITH MILLED NET SUSPENSION

The mini goal in the size of 1.20 x 0.80 m is made of thick-walled aluminum profiles, is
completely welded in one piece and thus has an excellent quality. The goal frame profile
is an 80 x 80 mm square profile, while the ground frame is made of a 50 x 50 mm profile.
The projection of the mini goal is still 0.50 m.

The mini soccer goal also has an open back frame. The goal net is mounted via a milled
net suspension. For a particularly net-friendly and safe net attachment, this is deburred on
both sides and has no sharp edges.

Note: Goal net not included.

Durable mini goal

Fully welded mini goal PROTECTOR 1.20 x 0.80 m of the premium class! The mini goal is
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manufactured in the highest quality exclusively in Germany and offers exceptional
stability and durability due to its robust construction. The goal is equipped with a high-
quality anti-tilt device with wheels and weights. TÜV-tested (TÜV - German Association for
Technical Inspection), this goal also meets the currently valid FIFA and DFB (German
Football Association) requirements as well as the applicable safety rules.

Mini goals and sports equipment in top quality

Fully welded mini goal PROTECTOR directly from the manufacturer! In addition to mini
goals made of aluminum, we have other goals in our program: Whether large field goals
7.32 x 2.44 m, soccer training goals, youth goals or recreational goals - there is a suitable
goal for everyone! Please feel free to get more information about our different goals.
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ZUSÄTZLICHE INFORMATIONEN

Goal Size 1.20 x 0.80 m

Goal projection top 50 cm

Goal projection bottom 50 cm

Ground Frame Profile Square Profile 50 x 50 mm

Goal frame profile Square profile 80 x 80 mm

Model Fully Welded

Rear end Open

Color / Surface Natural Aluminum

Product Line Premium

Certification Mark TÜV tested

Goal net suspension Milled net suspension

Anti-tipping With Tip Safety


